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Step 2: Overview and Objectives
Activity Overview
Please write a brief overview (less than 150 words) introducing the activity and explaining how it
relates to intercultural education. If you like, you may cite theoretical sources.

Learning Objectives

General
Objectives

Specific
Objectives
(optional)

Activity Title

Step 1: Introduction

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1CTnBmQsqEnY0wB-FY40n3HbneyPOOSPRiWZMbGCfQ3E/


Step 3: Activity Context
Please provide a short description of the teaching context (e.g. course name; goal of course/lesson
in which this activity takes place).

Students
Please fill in this based on your opinion of how many students the activity can be applied to
(assume teachers will modify some to meet their own student needs)

Number of students Min.             Max.
*use 100 for max range if unlimited

Do students need to use a second language? Yes               No
If YES, complete the rest of this table. Otherwise, skip.

What is the second language?

Level(s) in target language:*
* These levels are approximations; use
your judgement
* For activities related to English, please
try to allocate the minimum level within
the continuum on the right.
* For activities related to other
languages, you may ignore the
continuum on the right and specify the
level(s) on the field below.

Elementary school or younger

Beginner | CEFR A1 | IELTS 1.0-2.0 | TOEIC 120-220

Pre-intermediate  | CEFR A2 | IELTS 2.5-3.0 | TOEIC 225-500

Intermediate | CEFR B1 | IELTS 3.5-4.5 |TOEIC 500-700

Advanced-Intermediate | CEFR B2/C1 | IELTS 5.0-6.5 | TOEIC 700-900

Advanced | CEFR C1 / C2 | IELTS 7.0 + | TOEIC 900+

Optional: If you can’t allocate the activity’s minimum language proficiency requirements using the above list or you would
like to add some additional information about the student level for this activity, do so here. For example, use this space if
you would rather use a different standard (e.g. Cambridge Exam, EIKEN) or a custom way for defining your minimum
requirements. For this purpose, you may refer to the equivalence charts on the Appendix, also for allocating levels on
other non-English standards such as TEF/DELF (French), DELE (Spanish), HSK (Chinese), TORFL (Russian), etc.



Step 4: Activity Material & Prep
Activity Duration

Total duration in minutes:

How many sessions?

Any homework? If Yes, describe in the “Activity Description” section

Materials
● If your activity uses digital material that you need to share, you have several options:

○ Add the link to where the material can be accessed in the URL field. If it is
something like a Google Doc, Google Form, etc, make sure sharing is turned on.

○ Upload the materials when your submit this pdf to this form

○ In the case of a prop or specific stationary, write a link to where the item can be
purchased in the URL field.

● If the materials contain content created by someone other than you, please make sure you
have permission for posting / reprinting / using the materials needed for this activity. JALT
nor the ICLE SIG are responsible for securing / acquiring / arbitrating copyright issues,
these are of the sole responsibility of the author of this activity. To give credit to someone,
add their information in the acknowledgments field at the end of this document.

● If you have more than 7 materials, there is space for 4 more materials near the end of this
document. If that is not enough, please write the remaining materials on the overflow
information section at  the end of the document.

Material # 1 Title:

Material Type:

Material Access:

Material #2 Title:

Material Type:

Material Access:

URL: URL: 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1CTnBmQsqEnY0wB-FY40n3HbneyPOOSPRiWZMbGCfQ3E/


Material #3 Title:

Material Type:

Material Access:

Material #4 Title:

Material Type:

Material Access:

Material #5 Title:

Material Type:

Material Access:

Material #6 Title:

Material Type:

Material Access:

Material #7 Title:

Material Type:

Material Access: URL: URL: URL: URL: URL: 



Set-Up Instructions
Please describe anything teachers will need to do in advance of class to prepare for the activity. Please write
each step clearly and simply so others may replicate. Please try to avoid using paragraphs if you can.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Estimated Set Up Time (min.):



Step 5: Activity Description
Describe the steps to do the activity

Suggested
Time
(if applicable)

Activity Instructions
● Please refer to the teaching materials you listed above as Material 1, Material 2, etc.
● Please write each step of the instructions separately in a clear and simple way so others

may replicate. Please try to avoid using paragraphs if you can.



Suggested
Time
(if applicable)

Activity Instructions
● Please refer to the teaching materials you listed above as Material 1, Material 2, etc.
● Please write each step of the instructions separately in a clear and simple way so others

may replicate. Please try to avoid using paragraphs if you can..



Step 6: Optional Extras
If you like, give some extra information that might help other teachers use your activity.

Tips during the activity (optional):

Post-activity suggestions (optional):

Additional application scenarios (optional):

Acknowledgements (if applicable):

Student Testimonials (optional):

Limitations of the activity (optional):



Extra Space

Material #8 Title:

Material Type:

Material Access:

Material #9 Title:

Material Type:

Material Access:

Material #10 Title:

Material Type:

Material Access:

Material #11 Title:

Material Type:

Material Access: URL: URL: URL: URL: 



If you did not have enough room to fill out any of the information, please include it here. If this is
used for overflow from a previous section, please specify the section.



Appendix

Source: HigherEdMe

Source: Eiken Foundation of Japan

http://www.higheredme.com/2017/04/11/guide-discover-english-certificates/
https://www.eiken.or.jp/eiken/en/research/comparison-table.html


Source: United Nations

https://hr.un.org/sites/hr.un.org/files/Guidelines%20for%20the%20organization%20of%20language%20learning%20courses%20v.March%202014_0.pdf
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